
Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City, 13 DAYS

Travel to Vietnam on a family adventure from 
Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City. With great food, lush 
scenery and lots of warm, friendly locals, the 
whole family will fall in love with Vietnam. Sail 
Vietnam’s beautiful Halong Bay, laugh at water 
puppets in Vietnam’s capital Hanoi, learn about 
rich emperors in Hue, get a new outfit tailor-made 
in Hoi An and swim off Vietnam’s coast in the 
South China Sea. Adventure through Vietnam’s 
countryside, discover the culture, taste the 
flavours of traditional cuisine and experience a 
different way of life. An incredible opportunity for 
your family to get off the beaten track in Vietnam.

TRIP CODE: TVFA
Vietnam Family Adventure

ex Bangkok, 12 DAYS

Want a family getaway that’s a little different? The 
combination of culture, friendly people, exciting 
activities, yummy food and stunning scenery 
make Thailand an ideal family destination. Visit 
the legendary Bridge on the River Kwai near 
Kanchanaburi, explore ancient ruins at Ayuthaya, 
shop in colourful markets in Bangkok and ride 
elephants through the jungle outside Chiang Mai. 
Introduce the kids to a new world and have a great 
holiday at the same time on this fun-filled Thailand 
family adventure.

TRIP CODE: TTFA
Thailand Family Adventure

ex Kota Kinabalu, 11 DAYS ex Beijing, 14 DAYS

Travel to Borneo on a Family Adventure tour 
through the highlights of this incredible region. 
Embark on a magical journey to explore the 
natural wonders of tropical Sabah. Learn how 
orphaned orangutans are rehabilitated back 
into the wild, swim among colourful fish and 
spot wildlife in Borneo’s steamy jungles. Along 
the way, make friends with local villagers, try 
delicious cuisine and enjoy plenty of time to kick 
back and relax. Round up the family and jump 
onboard this excellent adventure into the heart 
of Borneo.

Travel to China and embark on a relaxed journey 
taking in the highlights of vast and beautiful 
China. From the Great Wall of China in Beijing 
and the kung fu masters in Shaolin, to the 
Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an and the electric vibe 
of Hong Kong, experience the imperial relics, 
vibrant markets, unique culture and stunning 
natural playgrounds of this exciting country. 
Incorporating some great activities for adults and 
children alike, this trip makes for a fabulous family 
adventure to remember.

TRIP CODE: TMFG TRIP CODE: CBFA
Borneo Family Adventure

Rome to Venice, 14 DAYS

Visit Italy and travel from glorious Rome and 
the seaside fun of the Cinque Terre, to the lovely 
lakes region and fabulous Florence. This Family 
Adventure travels through the ultimate places in 
Italy, discovering an abundance of culture and 
cuisine that will delight travellers young and 
old. Cycle around a medieval Tuscan town, climb 
aboard a cable car for views of the Italian Alps, 
cross the canals of Venice and sample a rainbow of 
gelato flavours along the way. The cities in Italy are 
brimming with cultural icons, fascinating historical 
monuments, delicious cuisine and an enthusiasm 
for life - hop onboard to live it up in Italy!

TRIP CODE: ZMFA
Italy Family Adventure

China Family Adventure

Top trips

Why book Intrepid?
Guaranteed departures for almost all trips. Only 1 pax is to required to operate, so once a deposit is paid the trip will depart
Small groups with an average group size of 10, our customers experience grassroots travel in small, flexible groups
Local leaders and LOTS of local interaction including homestays, shared meals and entertainment with the locals
Local transport - in all it’s wacky forms! - is used whenever possible
Real value - offering the best value for money is our priority
Freedom and flexibility means our trips balance group activities with lots of free time,  
so our pax can channel their inner explorer!

for Families


